Consider a convex set in d dimensions.
the subroutine separates the point from the set by a hyperplane. We show that if d is fixed and the separation subroutine is linear ' in the input vector, this implies that one can optimize a linear objective function over the convex set in time polynomial in the number of arithmetic operations used by the separation subroutine.
We apply this result to extend the class of linear programs solvable in strongly polynomial time. We show that a problem can be solved in strongly polynomial time if, by deleting a constant number of rows and columns, it can be converted to a problem which is already known to be solvable in strongly polynomial time. For example, this yields a strongly polynomial algorithm for the concurrent multi-commodity flow problem.
Introduct ion
One of the most important results of the last ten years is Khachiyan's [15] proof that the linear programming problem can be solved in polynomial time.
Since then, several other polynomial time algorithms have been developed. The most important of these is Karmarkar's [13] algorithm, which is also efficient in practice.
None of these algorithms, however, is strongly polynomial; the number of arithmetic operations depends not only on the number of variables and inequalities, but also on the size of the numbers involved.
It is an important open question whether a strongly polynomial linear programming algorithm exists.
If the dimension is fixed, then it is easy to solve the linear programming problem in strongly polynomial time.
A polyhedron defined by m inequalities in d variables has at most md vertices, so the simplex algorithm runs in m"tdl time. This is strongly polynomial when d is fixed. Megiddo [20] greatly improved this by giving a linear programming algorithm whose running time is O(22"~).
The dependence on the dimension has been improved to singly-exponential independently by Clarkson 133 and Dyer [7] . Further improvements are possible using randomization 14, 83.
Strongly polynomial algorithms have also been developed for other special classes of linear programs. Megiddo [19] gave a strongly polynomial algorithm to solve a system of linear inequalities with at most two variables per inequality.
In fact, Megiddo {personal communication] has extended this result to optimization when the objective function has at most two non-zero coefficients. Tardos 1251 gave a strongly polynomial algorithm for the minimum-dost flow problem. The constraint matrix of the corresponding linear program is the arc-node adjacency matrix of the network, which is (O,+l, -I)-matrix in this case. Tardos [26] extended th is result and described a linear programming algorithm that runs in time polynomial in the dimension of the constraint matrix and the size of the numbers in this matrix. In particular, her results imply a strongly polynomial algorithm for the minimum-cost multi-commodity flow problem. Cohen and Megiddo [5] gave a strongly polynomial algorithm for finding a zero-cost circulation in a network with costs being constantdimension vectors, and used this algorithm to detect cycles in dynamic graphs.
For most combinatorial optimization problems, the corresponding linear programs have an exponential number of inequalities, so linear programming cannot be used directly.
In some cases, it is possible to give a polynomial time separating s&Tovtine. That is, a subroutine which decides if a given vector is feasible, and if not, gives a hyperplane which separates it from the feasible region. Griitschel In this paper, we consider polyhedra given by separating subroutines, without assuming that the complexity of the vertices is polynomidly bounded, or even known. On the other hand, we make fairly strong assumptions about the separating subroutine. This is in contrast with the above mentioned versions of the ellipsoid method which, in fact, use separating oracles rather than algorithms.
In other words, they do not use any information about the internal structure of the separating algorithm.
In this paper we consider separating algorithms that are "linear" in the input vector, where by linear we mean that all internal computations can be represented as functions which are linear in the input vector. For example, if a polyhedron is given by a system of linear inequalities, then the separating subroutine that simply substitutes the vector into the inequalities satisfies this assumption.
We prove that in fixed dimension one can optimize in time polynomial in the running time of the separating subroutine. Moreover, we show that if the separating subroutine is a parallel algorithm that runs in polylogarithmic time using a polynomial number of processors, then there is a parallel optimization algorithm which also runs in polylogarithmic time and uses a polynomial number of processors. Note, that a statement that corresponds to the first one in variable dimension would imply that the linear programming problem can be solved in strongly polynomial time; a statement which corresponds to the second one in variable dimension would imply that linear programming is in NC.
We show how to use the results in fixed dimension to extend the class of linear programs that can be solved in strongly polynomial time. Consider any of the classes of linear programs mentioned above. We prove that any linear program that can be obtained from these by adding a constant number of additional variables can be solved in strongly polynomial time as well. This linear program is reduced to a fixed dimensional problem by projecting it onto the additional variables and a new variable corresponding to the value of the objective function. This projection can increase the number of faces exponentially, so the inequalities defining the projection cannot be given in polyno-mial time. Instead we shall use the known strongiy polynomial algorithm to separate from the projection. Using linear programming duality, this result can be further extended to linear programs with a constant number of additional variables and inequalities.
The heart of our algorithm is a parameterization technique that was used in Megiddo [17, 18, 193 . The algorithm executes the separation subroutine on a point parameterized to represent a feasible point.
Additions and multiplications are performed symbolically, and comparisons are answered by a recursive call to a smaller-dimensional subroutine.
If several comparisons are done simultaneously, the geometric search scheme of Megiddo [20] , as improved by Clarkson [3] and Dyer [7] , is used to reduce the number of recursive calls, thereby improving the running time.
Similar techniques were recently used by Cohen and Megiddo [5] to design an algorithm that detects cycles in dynamic graphs. In the forthcoming journal version of the paper they generalize their algorithm and achieve some of the results presented in this paper.
We mention two special cases for which strongly polynomial algorithms have not been known before. Section 2 describes how to optimize a linear objective function over a convex set which is given by a separation algorithm.
Section 3 uses the results of Section 2 to extend the class of linear programs solvable in strongly polynomial time. Section 4 describes how to apply our results to linear programs with 2 variables per inequality.
From Separation to Optimizat ion
In this section we consider the problem of optimizing a linear objective function over a fixeddimensional convex set which is given to us by a linear separation algorithm.
We start by presenting several definitions, then we describe an algorithm which finds a point in the set and show how to convert this algorithm to an optimization algorithm.
A separation algorithm for a closed convex body P & Rd is an algorithm that takes a point z E Rd and either concludes that z E P or finds a direction given by a row vector' a, such that ax < az for every point z E 'P. The separation algorithm is linear if each comparison it makes is between a constant and an expression that can be written as a linear function of the input vector z.
It is possible to add the inequalities output by the separation algorithm to deduce other inequalities. A derivation certificate for the inequality ax < P with respect to the system Ala: 5 bl, AZZ < b2 is a pair of row vectors yl, yz 2 0 'We will use both row and column vectors. for the strict inequality ax < p is defined similarly, except that if yz = 0, then we require that ylbl < /?. Observe that if we have a derivation certificate for ax < ,6 with respect to Ala: < bl, Azx < b2 and derivation certificates for the inequalities Alx 5 bl and Azx < b2 with respect to some A:x < bi, ALx < b;, then substituting one into the other provides a valid derivation certificate for ax < p with respect to A'1x < b',,A;x < b',. If the inequality 0 < 0 can be derived from a system of inequalities, then the system is clearly contradictory.
Thus, a certificate of emptiness for a system is a derivation certificate for 0 < 0 (with respect to the system). A certificate of optimality for a feasible solution to a linear program is a feasible dual solution with the same objective value.
Lemma 2.1 A certificate of emptiness for the system of inequalities AIX 2 bl, Azx < bz and ax = p can be converted to either a certificate of emptiness for A~x 5 bl,Azx < bzv or a derivation certificate for one of the inequalities az < /3 or ax > p with respect to Ala: 5 bl,Azx < b2.
Proof: Let (y1,yz,ys) be a certificate of emptiness. If y3 = 0, then (yl,ya) is a certificate of emptiness for Alz 5 bl, Aza: < bz. Otherwise the
is a derivation certificate for ax < p if ys > 0 and for --ax < -p if y3 < 0. I Because we are working in a d-dimensional space, any derivation certificate with respect to m inequalities can be reduced to another derivation certificate with respect to only d inequalities in O(d3m) time. Hence, we can assume that each derivation certificate is with respect to a system of at most d inequalities.
(Certificates of emptiness require a! + 1 inequalities.)
Using fixed dimensional linear programming for the program max{c : Alz 5 bl, Aze + ee 5 bz} we get the following lemma3. To facilitate a recursive algorithm, we consider the following modified version of the problem: Given a linear separation algorithm for P and a system (B(1)z = b of k linearly independent equations,4 find a point in the set P n {x : (BII)x = b} or find a "proof' that no such point exists. This "proof" consists of a set of strict and non-strict inequalities satisfied by all points of P, along with a certificate of emptiness for this system combined with the equations (Bl1)x = b.
We recursively define the algorithm FIND-POINT to solve this problem. The idea of FIND-POINT is to simulate the separation algorithm symbolically. The result of each comparison is either computed directly from the equations (B(I)z = b or by a call to a procedure named COMPARE.
COMPARE looks for a point in P which satisfies both (B(l)x = b and ax = /3. If such point is found, we have a point of P, so we are done. Otherwise, COMPARE determines the outcome of the comparison, and returns a proof of its decision. Using this, FIND-POINT continues to simulate the separation algorithm. CO~IPARE is built around a recursive call to FIND-POINT (see Figure I) .
If FIND-POINT fails to find a point in the set P II (x : (B(1)x = b,ax = /3}, COMPARE uses the "proof of emptiness" returned by FIND-POINT and Lemma 2.1 to decide on which side of the hyperplane ax = p the space P n {x : (B 11)~ = b,ax = 0) must lie. Co~rnAnrz also returns a set of inequalities, Alx 5 bl,A2x < b2, which hold for all of P. Finally, it returns either a certificate of emptiness for Alx 5 bl,A2x < bzt (B(1)x = b, or a derivation certificate for ax < p (or ax > p) with respect to these inequalities and the system (Blljx = b.
FIND-POINT (see Figure 2) continues to simulate the separation algorithm as long as the comparisons can be either deduced directly from (Bll)x = b or decided by COMPARE. If one of the calls to COMPARE returns either a point in P or a proof of emptiness of P rl (x : (B(I)x = b], then FIND-POINT is done and returns this result. Somewhat more work must be done if FIND-POINT reaches the end of the original separation algorithm.
In
WI, assume that n and the: rows of (011) If 171ND-POINT returns a point in P, then l<ETC4lN this point.
Otherwinc, FIND-POINT returns a set of inequalities All: 5 b,, A2z < b2, which are satisfied by all of 'P, arId a certificate of emptiness for the system Alz 5 b1, Azz < b2, and (O'jJ)z = b'.
Find either a certificate of cmptinens for Alz 5 bl, Apx < bz, (BjI)z = b, CC a derivation certificate for one of the two inequalities ax < p or as > p; as in the proof of Lemma 2.1.
RETCIRN this system of inequalities together with the certificate of emptiness or derivation.
end. If FIND-POINT finds a point x0 E 9 and the simulated separation algorithm terminates with an "accept", then we return this point to the caller.5 If, instead, the simulated separation algorithm terminates with "reject", then 7' n {z : (Bll)z = b} is empty, and we need to produce a "proof" of this. Let a denote the separating direction returned by the algorithm. In this case, FIND-POINT uses fixeddimensional linear programming to minimize ax over the closure of +. Let y be this minimum, and let (~1, yz) denote an optimal dual solution. Then ylA + ~~(41) = --a and yl& + yzb = -7. Since a is separating we have that ax 5 r for every x E 'P (if ye = 0, then ax < y, because in this case az = y for any point in (Z : (Bll)a: = b)). On the other hand, the vector (~1, ~2, 1) is a certificate of emptiness of AZ < 6, (B]~)z = b and az < 7 (or 'Note that in this case we have that d = P II {z : Next we show how to optimize a linear objective function over a polyhedron P which is given by a linear separation algorithm.
The basic idea is to modify FIXED-POINT so that it finds a point which is not only in P, but is also on the optimal face. As before, we define a more general problem to facilitate recursion. Given a set of hyperplanes (Bl1)z = b and an objective function c, OPTIMIZE returns either that cx is unbounded over P, or a set of inequalities Ala: 5 b, A~x < bz which are satisfied by all optimal points of P. In addition, if the system is feasible, then OPTI~IIZE returns a point z E P which maximizes cx over {Z : Alz 5 bl,Aza < bz,(Bll)z = b}, together with a certificate of optimality.
Otherwise, OP-TIMIZE returns a certificate of emptiness for this system. In either case, we can assume that the certificate uses at most d + 1 inequalities. When the separation algorithm terminates, consider the set of inequalities Ax < 6 returned by the calls to C'OMPARE and their derivation certificates with respect to Al z 5 bl, Azx < ba, where P C (z: Alz < bl.A2z < bp); Use fixed-dimen&al linear programming (see Lemma 2.2) to check if 9 = (z : Ar < 6, (B jZ)z = b} = 0.
Case I: 9 = 0. Translate its certificate of emptiness into a certificate for (BlZ)s = b, Alz _< bl, A25 < b2; RETURN this system of inequalities with the certificate.
Case 2: 9 # 0, and the separator returned %ccept". Find a point z,-, in '#; RETUEW zo.
Case 9: $ # 0, and the separator returned "reject". In this case the separator also outputs a separating direction a, such that for any z E P and z' E 'P, we have az < az'; Use fixed-dimensional LP to minimize crz over the closure of '@, i.e. {z : (Z3IZ)z = b:Ar 5 6); Let 1 be this minimum and let (91, ~2) be an optimal dual solution, i.e., ylA + y2(BIZ) = --a; yli + y2b = -7; Coae 3.1: yz # 0. This implies that 02 5 7 for z E 'P; Add row a to Al and 7 to 61 I and denote the result by A;, b;; (yl,yz, 1) is a certificate of emptiness of Ax < &, (EIZ)z = b, az < 7; Translate it into a certificate of emptiness of (Z3IZ)z = b:A;z < gI, Azz < b2; RETURK this certificate together with (Al, Aa, bi, bz); Cme 3.2 yz = 0. This implies that az < 7 for every z E 'P; Proceed as in Case 3.1, only use az < 7; end. it makes decisions about the optimal face of P, rather than the whole set. To do this, it makes recursive calls to OPTIMIZE, rather than to FIND-I'OINT. If no point is found by the recursive call, then the comparison between ax and p is decided as before. If an optimal point .z is found, however, we no longer can simply return this point.
We need to check if it is optimal over P r-l {x : (BlI)x = a}, as well as the smaller space P n (x : (BlI)x = b, ax = p}. Look at the coefficient y which corresponds to the equation ax = p in the certificate of optimality for z. If y = 0, then the extra equation has not changed the problem, and we are done. If not, then assume that y < 0 (the case y > 0 is treated similarly).
In this case, we know that all optimal points of P satisfy ax 5 p. We have to decide whether z is optimal or whether the strict inequality ax < p can be deduced. We invoke the OPTIMIZE procedure to maximize cx over Pfl(x : (Bl1)x = b,ax = p-e}, where we regard E as infinitesimally small, computing symbolically with it. If this problem has the same optimal value or is infeasible, then we conclude that z is optimal over P n {z : (2311)~ = b); the required proof of its optimality can be computed directly from certificates that we have. Otherwise, we conclude that all optimal points satisfy ax < P. Proof: Consider the problem max(cz + a : Ax + Cz < b, at-cr > 0). This problem and the one we have to solve clearly have the same set of optimal solutions. Let P = ((~?",a)* : 3z,Az + Cz 2 b,aa: -Q > 0) be the projection of the feasible region onto the variables (~*,a)~.
We will show that there is a separating subroutine for P that runs in time polynomial in the number of rows and columns of A. The claim will then follow directly from Theorem 2.4.
To test whether a point (zF,ao)* is in P, use the assumed algorithm to solve max(ax : Ax 5 b-CQ). If this problem is feasible and the maximum is at least <yg (or is unbounded) then (z:, aO)* is in 'P. If there is a finite maximum less than coo, then (z:, cro) * is not in P. To find a separating hyperplane, let y be an optimal dual solution. The row vector y satisfies yA = a and y(b -CZO) < QO and the row vector 5 = (yC, 1) defines a separating hyperplane.
Indeed, SGT > 4* = yCz0 + 00 > yb and ixz*, dT = ycz+cY 5 yb-yAx+cr 2 yb-uaa:+a 5 yb for any (z~,Q)~ E P Finally, if the problem is infeasible, then no solution to AZC+CZ 5 b has z = zo and hence (zz, q)* is not in P. If y denotes the certificate of emptiness, then the row vector @ = (yC,O) defines a separating hyperplane for P. i
Using linear programming duality we get the following corollary. A nice corollary of Theorem 3.1 is that the concurrent multi-commodity Aow problem, introduced by Shahrokhi and Matula [23] , can be solved in strongly polynomial time. In this version of the multi-commodity flow problem, we are given a network G = (I'> E) with capacities c on the arcs, and a network of required demands R = (V, F) with demands T on the arcs; there are no costs. A feasible solution in this problem is a collection of nonnegative flows, fij for (i, j) f F, all satisfying the same percentage of the corresponding demands. The objective of the concurrent multi-commodity flow problem is to maximize this percentage. Formally, the problem is defined in Figure 3 . By modifying a polynomial algorithm due to Aspvall and Shiloach [2] , Megiddo [I91 has given a strongly polynomial algorithm to find a feasible solution to such a system. His algorithm also computes the projection of the feasible region on each of the variables and hence can maximize or minimize a single variable. In fact, Megiddo [personal communication] has extended this algorithm to optimize an objective function with two nonzero entries. Megiddo's result, together with Theorem 2.3, implies a strongly polynomial algorithm to optimize a linear objective function with any constant number of entries over a region defined by set of constraints.
In this section we show how to use the special structure of this problem to improve the running time.
We start with a sketch of Megiddo's algorithm. Consider the graph whose nodes correspond to the variables of the linear program; let two nodes be connected by an edge if there exists an inequality containing them both.
If a variable appears with opposite signs in two inequalities, then these two inequalities can be combined to eliminate the common variable, obtaining an inequality relating the two other variables. By repeating this for the inequalities along a cycle in the graph, we obtain an inequality in a single variable, i.e., a bound on one of the variables in the cycle. Similarly, given a bound on a variable and an inequality containing that variable, we can use elimination to obtain a bound on an adjacent variable. If there is a feasible solution, then one is found in the third stage. The idea is to fix rcr to some value between 1: and u: and run the algorithm recursively in a smaller dimension.
Observe that the values Ii and ui do not need to be recomputed in the recursive calls. Therefore, the third stage can be implemented as a sequence of n dynamic programs and takes O(n2m) time.
This algorithm, together with Theorem 3.1, implies a strongly polynomial algorithm to optimize a linear objective function with a constant number of non-zero coefficients over a region defined by a set of inequalities with at most two variables per inequality.
Because of the special structure of Megiddo's algorithm, the running time can be improved significantly.
Assume that the objective function c uses the first d variables and define the convex set P =( eRd:
3x such that Ax 5 b and xi = zi for i= I,...d)
as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. We also precompute the bounds li and ui for every variable xi. Lemma 4.1 Given the bounds Zi and u;, there is a linear separation algorithm for P which runs in U(nm) time and can be described by a decision tree of depth O(n) with at most m comparisons at every node.
Proof: Testing whether z E P is equivalent to checking the feasibility of a linear inequality system with at most two variables per inequality.
Observe that the first two stages of the algorithm are enough to decide whether the system is feasible, so there is no need to run the third stage. Furthermore, the first stage uses only inequalities with exactly two non-zero coefficients; the coordinates of z appear only in inequalities with one variable. Therefore, the precomputed bounds li and u; can be used instead of running the first stage. The second stage is a dynamic program which runs in the claimed time. m Lemma 4.1, together with Theorem 2.5 and Theorem 3.1, can be used to obtain the following result. The most important problem of this form is the dual of the (minimum-cost) generalized transshipment problem [lo, 16, 271 . In this generalization of the transshipment problem we are given a network G, gain-factors y and costs c on the arcs, and demands b on the nodes; there are no capacities. A generalized transshipment is a non-negative flow vector f on the arcs, such that if flow f(u, w) enters the arc (w,w) at node 21 then ~(w,uJ)~(w, W) leaves at w. An example is the currency conversion problem:
the flow represents money, the nodes represent different currencies, and the gain factors are conversion rates. A generalized transshipment is feasibk if it satisfies the demands (i.e, for every node 'u we have that &,,,, r(w, u) The variables are prices on the nodes, the inequalities require that the reduced costs be non-negative, and the coefficients of the objective function are the demands.
Adler and Cosares [I] extended
Megiddo's strongly polynomial algorithm to the special case of the generalized transshipment problem where all demands have the same sign (e.g., all demands are non-negative).
Theorem 4.2 implies that the generalized transshipment problem can be solved in stropgly polynomial time if there are at most a constant number of non-zero demands. We show how to combine these ideas in order to construct a strongly polynomial algorithm for the generalized transshipment problem where all but a constant number of the demands have the same sign.
The algorithm of Adler and Cosares is based on the fact, proved by Cottie and Veinott [6] , that in the dual of the generalized transshipment problem, all variables can be simultaneously minimized (or maximized).
The idea behind the proof is that if all the demands are of the same sign, then optimizing with respect to one can be done independently of the optimization with respect to another. The optimum flow satisfying all of the demands is equal to the sum of the optimal flows with one non-zero demand each, since there are no capacities.
Consequently, when all of the demands have the same sign, an optimal solution can be found after the second stage of the feasibility testing algorithm.
If the network has n nodes and m edges, then the resulting algorithm takes O(n3mlogm) time to compute 2; and zli for all of the variables, and then uses dynamic programming to compute an optimal solution.
It is a straightforward application of Theorem 3.1 to extend this to the case when all but a constant number of the excesses are non-negative.
As in Theorem 4.2, we can use Theorem 2.5 to improve the time bound. 
